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Sometime in the mid-13th century, Zhao Mengjian filled a 12-foot hand scroll
with slender-leaved narcissus twisting and bowing, alive with the movement of a
gentle breeze. Standing back, I marvel at the composition, while my companion
leans in close, seeing in Zhao’s brushwork an alchemy of skill, planning,
practice—and spontaneity. “With the draft done,” she says, referring to the
sketch in which Zhao would have worked out the placement and appearance of
each flower, “then the freedom starts. If it does not come from here,” she adds,
tapping her sternum, “you don’t see the wind.”
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We are in the Metropolitan Museum
of Art’s Chinese galleries, where
assistant curator Joseph Scheier-
Dolberg has displayed some 50
paintings, the first of two rotations of
“Masterpieces of Chinese Painting
from the Metropolitan Collection.”
My companions are 87-year-old artist

An Ho and her daughter Lalani Nan, who translates for us. In 1945 Ms. An met Pu
Ru, one of China’s last scholar artists. Under his tutelage, she studied philosophy
and focused on calligraphy, first in Nanjing and then, escaping the turmoil of
China’s revolution, in exile in Taiwan. There, Ms. An was also given access to
imperial treasures Chiang Kai-shek had brought with him in retreat, enabling
her to study, copy and master the brushwork and techniques of Tang and Song
dynasty artists. Today, at her home in the Catskills, her own compositions keep
alive their calligraphy-based brushstrokes, or lines.

Typically, Western audiences respond most readily to the expressive,
idiosyncratic brushwork of scholar-artists, and the show offers up a
variety—from the spare, unevenly inked lines that silhouette a Chan (Zen)
master astride a mule in an unsigned 13th-century work to Bada Shanren’s
saturated smudges, which coalesce into “Birds in a Lotus Pond” (c. 1690). It is
the more codified lines we have trouble appreciating for more than mere
virtuosity. Yet, as Ms. An enthusiastically explains, there is much more at play.

In an unsigned 13th-century hanging scroll of “Buddha Amitabha Descending
From His Pure Land,” for example, the thread-thin “floating line” delineating
the folds in his robe also marks him as divine. In the small, slightly earlier
“Viewing Plum Blossoms by Moonlight,” Ma Yuan creates dynamic tension by
painting rocks with a diluted, soft gray ink but gives them texture with strong
“ax-cut” brushstrokes. And in Zhao Cangyun’s late 13th- to early 14th-century
handscroll “Liu Chen and Ruan Zhao Entering the Tiantai Mountains,” the
choice of brushstrokes reinforces the story’s emotional impact.

Scene by scene, this scroll shows two men who, while gathering herbs,
inadvertently cross into the land of the immortals. Ms. An looks up, surprised
and delighted. Every artist combines different types of lines, but “this is very
peculiar because,” she says, “it is not so predictable.” In much the same way as
we anticipate the next note in a melody, she expects certain types of lines when
depicting particular elements. For example, Ms. An expects the sinuous “floating
line” in a figure’s robe to carry through, not suddenly give way to the hallmark
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“v” of “bending wire.” The same is true of, say, a tree, rendered in both loose,
watery strokes and crisp, tight, dark daubs. Zhao worked at a time when artists
increasingly viewed brushstrokes as a means of self-expression. Here, his almost
reckless mix-and-match approach is disorienting to a traditionally trained
eye—as disorienting as stumbling into a strange, timeless land is for the story’s
protagonists.

The show’s selections also bring out the range within genres, particularly
landscapes. At one extreme, a 65-foot-long oversized handscroll (of which we see
about 10 feet) features court painter Xu Yang’s colorful chronicle of an imperial
inspection tour in 1751, complete with royal barge and greeting party, bustling
commerce and families on outings. Ms. An delights in the scenes but considers
them illustrations—not in the league of, say, Fang Congyi’s “Cloudy Mountains”
in a preceding gallery. The journey in Fang’s handscroll begins in a well-defined
thicket on the right edge. As we move left, mountains rear like giant waves, then
settle into a quiet rhythm and gradually dissolve into the mist.

Ms. An is equally captivated by the four oversized characters in the frontispiece.
Written in an ancient seal script by Cheng Nanyun in the first half of the 1400s,
they have the energy of a child’s writing and the sophistication of a master—“I’ve
never seen a Cheng this good,” she says. In other works, she zeroes in on
inscriptions by the Qianlong Emperor, a great lover of art who reigned from 1736
to 1795. “Look at the strokes,” Ms. An says, “and look at the negative space—you
will see the balance. If you don’t have thousands of days of practice plus talent,
you can’t do this.”

Qianglong’s calligraphy appears on, among others, “Night-Shining White,”
painted by Han Gan around 750. The show’s earliest work, it depicts the Tang
emperor’s favorite horse, pulling on its tether, nostrils flaring, haunches bulging.
A work revered by connoisseurs of Chinese art, the horse is surrounded by red
seals and colophons left by former owners and admirers. Viewing it at the Met,
we become participants in a history stretching back more than 1,200 years. What
a privilege.

Ms. Lawrence writes about Asian and Islamic art for the Journal.
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